Headline: The LONDON DAILY MAIL, Oct. 23, 2015 -"Earth is in Grave Danger of Being Hit by a Catastrophic Comet
Shower Triggered by the Sun, Scientists Warn"
Headline: www.CNN.com, Oct. 12, 2015 -"About That Asteroid Threat . . .",
by Jareen Imam:
"Asteroid Day, a day organized by a group of notable scientists,
astronauts and citizens, was held in June and aims to educate
the global community on the potential threat of asteroids . . ."
Headline: The CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST MONITOR,
"U.S. Scientists Seek to Prevent Another Meteor Explosion"
by Leonard David, Texas A & M University:
"NASA and the U.S. Air Force are working together to develop
plans to prepare for future meteor strikes like the one in Russia
earlier this month. . . ."
To: Terral Croft, 03blackstar@gmail.com, and colleagues,
From" John DiNardo, j.dinardo@optimum.net
Your tracking of Planet X (Nibiru of the ancient astronomers)
as it appears against the backdrop of the star constellations is
worthwhile for all of us who alert the people to the actuality of
Planet X's existence, and more profoundly, of its ominous
approach, as its nearing will gradually increase its gravitational
pull upon Earth's mantle and crust (at its closest flyby of several
million miles), thusly plucking up new mountain ranges from
flatlands, and depressing plateaus to become sea beds.
Such a brief impulsive gravitational massage of Earth's mantle
and crust would catastrophically recontour our Globe, generating
crustal tides -- mountainous waves upon the land surfaces such
that, when that cosmic hand would pass, those colossal crustal
tidal waves would abruptly halt, frozen in place, forming the
Rocky Mountains, the Himalayas, the Andes, and the Alps.
Studious observations of mountain ranges, with their upthrusted
snapped-crust jagged peaks, suggests that, at some brief interval
in Earth's ancient past, some invisible gravitational cosmic hand
transiently put a spin on Earth's crust, like one would slide the
skin of an overly ripe peach over its slimy underlying flesh.
Can you use your expertise to determine where Planet X is in our
Solar System, because that is the most important determination?
We should all be seeking clues as to X's location by examining the
latest data on abnormal phenomena that might be occurring on
the outer planets, such as storms, changes in the appearances of
the outer planets, any orbital eccentricities, comet flybys and
comet crashes into these outer planets, etc.
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Amateur astronomer Anthony Wesley was credited by NASA for
twice photographing comet crashes into Jupiter in 2009 and 2010.
However, NASA would have easily detected both of these comet
plunges before Wesley had photographed them. Clearly, NASA
was concealing their knowledge of those crashes, but the
amateur astronomer's publication of his own photos forced NASA
to give credit to Anthony Wesley's photographic evidence,
otherwise they would have had to publicly admit that they had
earlier detected those impacts. Clearly, then, NASA conceals such
comet crashes and flybys, because such events would indicate to
scientists that our Solar System is now under the unprecedented
threat of incoming swarms of comets and asteroids which are
being gravitationally dragged in by your "dark star," a descriptive
term for this smoldering dwarf star which does not emit visible
light, but light of the longer infrared wavelength.
Why are the secretive global ruling banking families (e.g. the
Rothschilds, the Warburgs) and the royal families . . . why are
they now disappearing from the world stage, like cockroaches
scooting into the woodwork when the kitchen lights are turned on?
Clearly, in order to save lives, including our own, it is imperative
that we be immediately seeking clues as to X's location by seeking
data on abnormal phenomena occurring on the outer planets, such
as storms, changes in the appearances of the outer planets, any
orbital eccentricities, comet flybys and comet crashes into these
outer planets, etc. Such diligent persistent observations of the
outer planets by amateur astronomers and stargazers can make
these special folks the heroes of the human race, when you stop
to think about it, because . . . studious political analysts (not on
television) realize that government no longer cares about the
people. By the laws of human nature, public servants always
degenerate, in fact, into rulers over the masses; hence, we can
believe that there is much that they will not tell us. The
assassination of President Kennedy stands out as our most
compelling lesson that our leaders are our rulers, and that they
are secretive. This means that the masses, worldwide, are now
in peril due to the wall of ignorance that has been erected around
them regarding NASA's current fear of Earth-menacing asteroids.
When meteors strike in clusters, water supply systems, electric
power supply systems, computer and communications systems,
transportation by highway, rail, seaport, and air, etc., will all be
paralyzed, instantly. Survival will be short-lived for most people
due to the citizens' inability to grow their own food and their
inability to obtain and purify their own drinking water.
This means that amateur astronomers' early warnings of celestial
threats is critical to the survival of the people. Science-types of
television networks (e.g. the Science Channel, History II Channel,
Smithsonian Channel) regularly present worrisome documentaries
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on threats from comets and asteroids, because there are some
conscientious folks in the higher echelons of the media who are
receiving inside information about these increasing celestial
menaces. But they must thinly veil this truth in documentaries
and in fiction movies. Yet, if you read the *few* responsible large
media outlets, such as a couple of the London newspapers, you
will see the factuality of NASA's current fears plainly publicized.
To analogize our current peril under ignorance: when the
outermost bees surrounding a beehive begin to buzz within reach
of your head, whereas you never saw a bee before, then you know
that their beehive must be approaching, and the initial phenomenon
which you can expect will be a bee sting (i.e. a meteor strike)
here or there. We recall the "Chelyabinsk, Russia meteor strike of
February 2013. Do you recall the Qazvin Province, Iran meteor
strikes of July 2015? No, you do not, because, although I have the
YouTube journalist's video report, with his interview and his camera
lens closeup of the meteor being pulled out of the hole in the
ground, that meteor strike was concealed by the American media,
and it was only reported by an obscure news service in Italy.
So, yet again, the secretive elite-owned mass media has obeyed
orders to bury reports of celestial threats. It is quite understandable
that such news would be concealed, because money is power, and
money powers do not exist to warn the public of events which
threaten their money and threaten their power to control the
public's beliefs. Even Al Roker, on the Weather Channel, ridiculed
the February 2013 announcement that was teleprompted before him:
that the rare meteor strike upon Chelyabinsk, Russia was unrelated
to the equally rare near-Earth flyby, on that same day, of a NASAfeared asteroid which intimately grazed Earth's atmosphere.
We who study the approach of this unheralded incoming "dark
star" (this gravitationally Sun-pulled dwarf star) know that what
NASA has actually termed "Planet X" and what ancient stargazers
termed "Nibiru" is surrounded by a vast field of comets, asteroids,
meteors, rocks, and even red iron-oxide dust -- bodies which
Planet X had gravitationally shanghaied during its lazy inbound
journey through deep space. As dwarf star X -- surrounded by its
captured cometary bee swarm -- approaches the Ecliptic, and as
it nears the outer planets, those outlying giants will gravitationally
suck in, and also electrically discharge, these electrified plasmadrenched captives who became drenched as they entered the
plasmatic heliospheric threshold of electrified confetti at our Solar
System's electrified spherical gateway, the Heliosphere.
Hence, we will witness electrical discharges from these nearing
electrified comets to the outer giants during these comets'
passing flirtations with them. Physicist James McCanney had
stated that ancient records and legends reveal that such fireworks
were observed on Jupiter, even with the crude astronomy of those
ancient times, because such inter-body lightning bolts were then
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visible to the naked eye, as colossal as those electrical discharges
must have been, and will be again, in the coming months/years.
With emphasis stemming from the the value of life itself, I urge
everyone (and even novices can easily do this) to relentlessly
seek out reports by amateur astronomers and stargazers of
aberrations in the ongoing affairs of the outer planets -- and to
become vociferous reporters, alerting the Internet's many small
unmuzzled news services as to this incoming peril, and to replace
fear with confidence in your preparedness and in your trust of
God, our Savior, who will protect, and once again, save all who
seek His protection.
John DiNardo j.dinardo@optonline.net
---------------------------------------------------Hi John:
Thank you for writing. The Black Star was at the head of Virgo
on August 15, 2015 (see attached diagram). Right now the Black
Star from Earth perspective is far into Libra moving 'left' in the
orbit diagram, as our planet is now moving behind the Sun and
will be in alignment on November 11, 2015.
Earth will move to outside-orbit position in the first to second
week of February 2016, when the Black Star stops moving left
to stop and begin moving right on the orbit diagram from Scorpio
back into Libra. There is no way the Black Star can return to the
head of Virgo by March 26, 2016, as the Sun/Earth/Black Star
alignment comes in the month of May. Remember last year (2015)
we had that alignment on April 25, 2015 and the Black Star was
at the feet of Virgo. That means the Black Star will be well into
Libra at that alignment for 2016 and moving to outside-orbit
position (if we have another orbit cycle), the Black Star will back
up (retrograde) only to the feet of Virgo, before stopping and
turning around about September 1, 2016. In other words, the
Black Star is much farther 'left' in the orbit diagram than Gil
realizes at this point. He would know that if he took the time to
review my research information that matches the earth changes
told by the science.
Your info and my reply is part of the coming newsletter.
Thanks again,
Terral Croft 03blackstar@gmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bU4rAfuVhvc
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----------------------------------------------~~ Earth Disasters Increase as Dwarf Star Approaches ~~
Part 1)
Prof. James McCanney:
"Leaks are coming out all over the place revealing that 'a mini-solar system
is moving into our Solar System.' You are on your own! Be prepared!"
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/shows2/Dinardo_CD-2_09.mp3
Part 2)
The WASHINGTON POST:
The U.S. Government's National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(N.A.S.A.) excitedly announces the discovery of Planet X, which they then
deceitfully call "a mystery body," after previously calling this object
"the long sought Planet X" eleven months earlier in a landmark NEW YORK
TIMES report heralding the launch of N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite. N.A.S.A.'s I.R.A.S., they stated, was built and launched with the
specific mission of sighting that infrared light-emitting brown dwarf star
which Dr. Harrington and others called "Planet X." Astronomers estimate
brown dwarf stars to be as massive as one thousand Earth-masses, as a
minimum estimation.
JD
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151302419027774&l=c4a2513112
Part 3)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Clues Get Warm in the Search for Planet X":
N.A.S.A. and other leading astronomers and astrophysicists proudly herald
the launch of their Infrared Astronomical Satellite, and they declare that the
purpose of this mission is to sight what they term, "the long sought Planet X."
JD
http://yowusa.com/planetx/2009/planetx-2009-02a/nyt-30jan1983-planetx.gif
Part 5)
TruTV: Gov. Jesse Ventura at Cheyenne Mountain & Denver Airport in Colorado:
HERE, WE SEE JUST ONE OF THE SECRET UNDERGROUND CITIES INTO WHICH
THE RULING ELITE INTEND TO DESCEND BEFORE MAJOR EARTH DISASTERS
STRIKE.
JD
https://vimeo.com/141020983
Part 6)
The DAILY MAIL, United Kingdom, April 8, 2015 . . .
HEADLINE:
"Why IS the US Military Moving Back into 'Stargate' Base Deep Under the
Rocky Mountains a Decade After it was Abandoned? -- Cheyenne Mountain
Complex Being Refurbished by Pengaton"
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3031041/Why-military-moving-Stargate-base-deepRocky-Mountains-decade-abandoned.html
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Part 8)
The NEW YORK TIMES: "Space Craft Launched to Detect Planet X"
The Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 Space probes are launched to detect the
gravitational pull from N.A.S.A.'s brown dwarf star named "Planet X".
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150332926242774&l=d7e47d992e
Part 9)
The third largest news magazine in the United States,
U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, reports that N.A.S.A.'s Infrared Astronomical
Satellite successfully sighted the brown dwarf star which was causing
perturbations in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, noticed since the early
1800s. This brown dwarf star had been named "Planet X" in 1910 by
astronomer Percival Lowell, and N.A.S.A. had published a document in the
late 1980s by Dr. Robert S. Harrington, chief astronomer of the United
States Naval Observatory, titled: "The Search for Planet X."
Finally, the discovery of what The NEW YORK TIMES called,
"the long sought Planet X" is herein reported in US News & World Report.
[Please ZOOM IN.]
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150544228677774&l=e37d68009c
Part 4)
Late Night in the Midlands radio show, hosted by Michael Vara:
Discussion of the New York Times report of a brown dwarf star
(larger than Jupiter) declared to be so close that it is now a
part of our Solar System. JD
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/mp3_misc/Dinardo/PlanetX%20JAD%20LNMradio
%2011-21-13_1.mp3
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